INAUGURAL BHS INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE 2020

Convenors: Vikas Khanduja (Cambridge) & Andy Hamer (Sheffield)

Topics: Applied Anatomy, Biomechanics and Biomaterials, Bearing Surfaces and Fixation.

Faculty: Andrew Thomas (Birmingham), Richard Field (London), Andrew Carrothers (Cambridge), Sam Hook (Chichester), Dominic Meek (Glasgow), Richard Baker (Bristol), Fares Haddad (London), Andrew Manketlow (Nottingham), John Skinner (London), Mike Whitehouse (Bristol), Kate Gill (Guildford), Ajay Malviya (Newcastle), Satish Kutty (Harlow), Sebastian Dawson-Bowling (London), Callum McBryde (Birmingham), Richie Gill (Bath), Tim Board (Wrightington), Steve Jones (Cardiff), Simon Buckley (Sheffield), Tim Harrison (Sheffield) & Andrew Gordon (Sheffield).

Time & Venue: 08:50 to 16:00, ICC Wales, Newport

Registration Fee: £50. Click here & select ‘Meeting Extras’ Instructional Course 2020 at www.britishhipsociety.com